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The growth of the Industrial Arts Department at Fresno State
College falls into two distinct periods* The first period beginning
with the act of the legislature establishing Fresno State Normal School
on April 10, 1911. The second period beginning with the end of World
War II in 19^5.
During the first two years, the normal school was housed in the
high school along with the junior college. At this time, industrial
arts began as a required course in the normal school curriculum. A
separate one year curriculum in industrial arts was offered for the
first time in September of 1913, when the normal school separated from
the city school and mowed to temporary quarters on their newly acquired
site.
In 1916, the normal school mowed into its permanent building
and a fourth year of Industrial arts was offered.
From 1927 to 1936, an expansion in facilities was effected by
utilizing the city school shops for instruction. The program of courses
during this period was broadened to offer a credential in industrial
education. From 1936 to 19^5, the department was confined to metal and
wood shops on the campus. In the year following, 19MS, additional
facilities were acquired and a period of expansion began.
In 19^*8, the legislature appropriated funds to increase staff and
funds at the universities and state colleges.
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la 19%9» the Industrial Arte Department was one of the largest
and fastest growing departments on the campus. From this period on
there became a great transition period for the Industrial Arts Department.
Several areas were offered by the department in order to better meet the
needs of the students for elementary and advanced courses in automotive
mechanics and transportation, woodwork, metal and sheet metal, machine
shop, electricity, forging and welding, handicraft, drafting, and
stagecraft.
With Fresno State College outgrowing its facilities, the Industrial
Arts Department was one of the first to leave its birthplace and move
into its newly constructed facilities in the fall of 195%. these
facilities are recognised throughout the United States as outstanding
for the teaching ©f industrial education subjects, With a very fine
staff of instructors to match these excellent facilities, Fresno State
College has been successful in the training of industrial arts teachers
for the schools of California.
One of the problems at the present time is to secure enough young
men interested in preparing for the teaching field. The young men coming
into the field of industrial arts must have comparable preparation to
students coming into the college for any other program in order to
develop the type of teacher desirable for the profession. At tirae$ in
recent years, the number of industrial arts teaching graduates from
the state colleges has lagged more than thirty per cent behind the
demand.
For a number of years industry has indicated a need for graduates
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with a broad industrial background, consequently tbe Industrial Arts
Department ha® developed a Bachelor of Science degree program in
Industrial Technology, This was granted in 1958. At the present time,
the department has approximately one hundred majors in this field.
Many industries are inquiring and anxiously waiting for graduates from
this Bachelor of Science Major. Most of the graduates in this major
have been placed in very lucrative positions in such industries as public
utilities, electronics, automotive manufacturing, etc. Great opportuni
ties are available for the student aspiring to a career in industry.
Both of these programs are operating at Fresno Stat© College
with a total enrollment of over 200 majors.
The Master of Arts degree program for industrial arts credential
holders was granted by the State Board of Education in 195^* Fiftyfive persons have received this degree and many more are in process.
The areas of instruction for industrial art® are: Automotive
Area, Crafts Area, Drafting-Design Area, ilectricity-Slectronics Area,
Graphic Arts Area, Metals Area, (General Metalworking, Welding, Sheet
Metalworking, Machine Tool Metalworking, Metal Craft), Woodworking Area,
Teacher Education, Professional Courses, and Graduate work for the
Master of Arts degree.
The areas of instruction for industrial technology are: Automotive
Industries, Drafting Industries, Electrical Industries, Graphic Art®
Industries, Metal Industries, and Wood Industries.
Public relations is a vital part within the school organisation.
The Department of Industrial Art© at Fresno State College endeavors to
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inform the public of its activities and to encourage an intelligent
understanding and appreciation of today's modern industrial civilization.
By means of colored, photographic slides, it was felt that this objective
could be better accomplished.
This study was done during the school year of 1965-64 in the
Industrial Arts Department at Fresno State College.
I. THS PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study was twofold:
1. To develop a series of 35 millimeter 2x2 inch colored slides
showing the physical plant, various laboratories, and the professional
Pi
and technical activities that are undertaken by students in the
Industrial Arts and Industrial Technology curriculum in the Industrial
Arts Department at Fresno State College.
2. To categorize these slides into four groups, for presenta
tion to various audiences.
The study will be used by the Industrial Arts Department to
ccnvey to the public an understanding of industrial arts and industrial
technology as they are offered today in the Industrial Arts Department
at Fresno State College.
Reasons for the study. A program in industrial arts is aimed at
helping the student interpret industry, discover the occupational fields
of his interest, and develop a degree of technical skill. In this
latter sense, industrial arts is concerned with providing youth an
opportunity to plan and construct with the tools normally used in the
major industrial field of his choice.
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The Department of Industrial Arts at Fresno State College hope®
to encourage in students the intelligent understanding and appreciation
of today's modern industrial civilization.
Several programs are offered by the Industrial Arts Department
in order to better meet the needs of the students.
If the department had film showing the physical plant, various
laboratories, activities that are carried out within the Fresno State
College Industrial Arts Department, it could be used by the clubs and
organizations within the department as well as service clubs, as a
device to inform the public of its activities or as an orientation to
incoming college freshmen or high school graduating seniors.
Some of us are visual minded and others learn more easily through
our sense of hearing, but appealing to both senses is always effective.
Hollywood proved it with "talkies" and we can prove the ineffectiveness
of a single sense by temporarily discontinuing the sound on a television
show. Because public relations is vital to an effective educational
program, it was felt that the department could better inform the public
of its activities by means of narrated colored photographic slides.
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CHAPTER II
.

R SPORT OF THIS STUDY
A public relations program is a vital part of public school
systems, and institutions of higher learning. Good public relations
creates a more Informed public which in turn leads to better under
standing. Greater understanding leads to greater public confidence for
individuals and organizations.
Some time ago several professors in the Industrial Arts depart
ment, at Fresno State College, expressed a desire for an audio-visual
type program to be used for public relations. These professors felt a
real need for a type of program which would depict the Industrial Arts
facilities at Fresno State College. They wanted a program that the
Department could use to orientate the general public and potential
college students, showing the physical plant, laboratories, and activi
ties that students and graduates participate in while enrolled in the
Industrial Arts program at Fresno State College.
Conferences with various staff members were conducted and ae a
result of these discussions, this study was initiated to meet the
objectives as stated in the statement of the prob3 eo.
A Ger man made 35 millimeter Robot Star camera with a Xenon ?1.9,
kkmm lens was used for shooting the various pictures. The negatives
were processed through Heilbron-Jones Film Service in Fresno, California
and were developed by Technicolor Corporation in Burbank, California.
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Approximately two hundred and fifty clock hours were devoted to
the development, selecting, editing, and narration that was necessary
to the completion of the study.
The actual capital outlay for the completed study was
approximately one hundred and ten dollars.
Permission was received from all personnel involved in the study.
The subjects consisted of regularly enrolled students in the various
Industrial Arte and Technology classes, graduates in the field, and
industrial arts activities that are carried on within or away from the
college.
A time schedule and an outline was set up to facilitate the
shooting of the pictures. Over three hundred photographs were taken
and edited. Of the some three hundred photographs, two hundred were
retained in the study.
The 2x2 inch slides were classified and edited. The slides were
then arranged into four groups. By grouping the various slides, it
gave continuity to the subject as well as to the various activity and
facilities portrayed by the colored pictures. Each slide in the four
groups carries a number which will index them for the narrative script.
Group one consists of forty colored slides showing the Industrial
Arts degree program at Fresno Stat® College. These slides Include the
physical plant, various laboratories showing the areas of instruction
for Industrial Arts, and activities that are carried out within the
Fresno State College Industrial Arts Department.
Group two consists of forty colored slides showing the Industrial
Technology degree program at Fresno State College. These slides include

the physical plant, various laboratories showing the areas of instruction
for industrial technology, and activities that are carried out within the
Fresno State College Industrial Arts Department.
Group three consists of forty colored slides showing the professional aspect of Industrial Arts at Fresno State College, which include
earn#
lolltge ienl
slides on clubs, organisations, the conventions which pertain to
Vx:*«.i
Oft
4!®tr ftft&lftgo
Industrial Arts,
Group four consists of eighty color slides showing a composite
fcfc# *e#.r
«ss»a*r *§ Rife#
of the above three groups, which include parts of the Fresno Stat®
College campus, the Industrial Arts physical plant, various Industrial
ites
v«:,r-j .yea ,sy flv% if
Arts laboratories, activities, and organizations,
V».f
r%«"
For each of the four groups, an outline script was prepared,
•; :'b torn tj(»
•, ; Mjiftti
.*w T:mtm
Each slide in the four groups carries two numbers which corresponds
with the script. The first number denotes the grouping and the second
number denotes the slide sequence.
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OUTLINE SCRIPT
INDUSTRIAL AITS DEGREE PROGRAM
GROUP ONE
SLIDE 1-1 Title - Industrial Arts at Fresno State College
SLIDE 1-2 Fresno State College Seal
a. Monument represents the principles on which the college
was founded and to which the college is dedicated to
remain true.
b*

Located near the southwest corner of the Administration
Building.

c. Translation of the words, "Lucem Accipe Ut Seddas," means
'•Receive the Light so that you may give it forth."
SLIDE 1-3 Fresno State College War Memorial
a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in wars.
b. Located at the corner of Shaw and Cedar Avenues.
SLIDE l-*f Industrial Arts Building (North Wing).
a. Facing Barstow Avenue on the north side of the campus.
b. Houses the Industrial Arts offices, library, and
auditorium.
SLIDE 1-5 Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)
a. Front entrance to the Industrial Arts Building.
SLIDE 1-6 Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)
a. Rear entrance to the Industrial Arts Building,
SLIDE 1-7 Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)
a. Close-up view of the Industrial Arts Building.
SLIDE 1-8 Dr. Horace 0. Schorling
a. Applied Arts Division Head.
b. Industrial Arts Department Chairman.
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SLIDE 1-9 Industrial Arts Building (South Wing)
a. This two story structure features modern classrooms and
spacious workshops of the Crafts, Drafting, Electricity,
Metals, and Woodworking Areas.
'SU.&' fu.m.,
b. Faces Barstow Avenue on the north side of the campus.
'•'< •
iS't Wl>1Y«" i.'i 'i):\ f'fdM
SLIDE 1-10 Industrial Arts Building
*'

a. Facing Barstow Avenue on the north side of the campus.
b. To the left, is the northeast wing of the Industrial Arts
3uilding, which features the Automotive Area.
c. The center building features the Graphic Arts Area.
d. To the right, the Industrial Arts north wing.
SLIDE 1-11 Automotive Classroom
a. Students receive instruction from Mr, Aldrich, the auto
motive instructor, on the automobile multiple-purpose
automotive instructional aid with an auxiliary instrument
panel.
SLIDE 1-12 Automotive Area Laboratory

v ?r-*
a. Automotive students learn to diagnose, trouble shooting and
repair on "live" cars in which advanced precision tools and
equipment are used.

SLIDE 1-13 Automotive Area laboratory
a. Students are learning the technology of engine rebuilding.
SLIDE 1-14 Automotive Area Laboratory

•

a. Automobile is placed on the shops twin post hoist in order to
permit the underneath of the automobile to be more accessible
to the students.
SLIDE 1-15 Crafts Area Laboratory
a

SLIDE 1-16

Students are introduced to handwork for elementary schools
and are correlated with various subjects in elementary
curriculum.
Handwork in Elementary Education

a. Craft projects are designed and completed by the students.
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b. This student has designed and constructed this loom in
order to weave a small rug.
SLIDE 1-17 Drafting-Design Area Classroom
a. Students at work in the Drafting Classroom.
b. Facilities for Drafting include two well-equipped rooms, In
which each student has his own drafting table and looker.
SLIDE 1-18 Drafting-Design Area Classroom
a. Students receive instruction fro® the drafting instimetor,
Dr. Dunning, on a drawing problem.
SLIDE 1-19

Electricity-Electronics Area Laboratory

a. Basic electricity instructor, Mr. Slomgren and students,
use the electric laboratory's modern interplugging power
distribution panel.
SLIDE 1-20 Electricity-Electronics Area Laboratory
a. Students at work bench on an electrical project.
b. Students learn through a combination of lecture-laboratory
work to apply the knowledge gained in formal lecture® to
experiments and projects performed in the laboratory.
SLIDE 1-21 Electrical Teaching Aid
a. Thyratron Demonstrator, a student made project used to
control current without appreciable amount of heat loss.
SLIDE 1-22 Graphic Arts Area Laboratory
a. Students receive instruction from the Graphic Arts Instructor,
Mr. McCoaas, in the proper use of the Automatic Cylinder
Printing Press.
SLIDE 1-23 Graphic Arts Area Laboratory
a. A student operates the Linotype Machine in the Graphic
Arts Laboratory.
SLIDE 1-24 Metals Area (General Metalworking Laboratory)
a

Students are provided with experiences in drafting, bending,
forming, shaping, and finishing items made of thin-gauge
ferrous metals.
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SLIDE 1-25 General Metalvorking Laboratory
a. Students have learned to form and shape ferrous metals with
the aid of heat with special attention given to heat treat
ment or tempering of steel.
SLIDE 1-26 General Metalworking Laboratory
a. The placing of simple or irregular patterns in a sand mold
takes a great deal of planning.
SLIDE 1-27 Welding Laboratory
a. Students practice the fundamentals of oxyacetylene welding
processes on this welding table made of fire bricks.
b. A student is receiving instruction from Mr. Blomgren, the
welding instructor, in the proper use of the welding torch.
SLIDE 1-28

Welding Laboratory

a. Students practice the fundamentals of Arc welding processes
in an enclosed welding booth.
SLIDE 1-29 Machine Tool Metalvorking laboratory
a. Students are acquiring an understanding of the machine shop
process of machining metals on a lathe.
SLIDE 1—30 Machine Tool Motalworking Laboratory
a. Students must acquire an understanding of the concepts of
accuracy and required tolerances.
SLIDE 1-31 Machine Tool Metalvorking laboratory
a. Students receive instruction from Mr. Sehroeter, the Machine
Shop Instructor, in the proper use of the Universal Milling
Machine.
SLIDE 1-32 Metal Craft Laboratory
a. The art metal course introduces the student to the broad
field of non-ferrous metals.
SLIDE 1-33 Metal Craft Laboratory
a. Useful and artistic projects are designed and executed by
student using such metals as copper, aluminum, brass, bronze,
pewter, and silver*
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SLIDE 1-34* Metal Graft Laboratory
Modern lapidary equipment is used in cutting and polishing
precious and semiprecious gem materials. These gem® will be
mounted in articles of jewelry made by the crafts and
jewelry classes.

b. Students receive instruction from Dr. Schorling, the instructor
in the proper use of this modem lapidary equipment.
SLIDE I-35

Woodworking Area Laboratory

a. Basic woodworking instructor, Mr. Gonser, observes student
using the 16-inch jointer.
SLIDE 1-36

Woodworking Area Laboratory

a. From handwork, a student progresses to machine woodworking.
b. This woodworking student is turning a wooden bowel on a
wood lathe.
SLIDE 1-37 Woodworking Area Laboratory
a. In the carpentry course, students build scale models of their
own design and selection.
SLIDE 1-38 Industrial Arts Graduates
a. Mr. Blodgett, a Fresno State College Industrial Arts Graduate,
instructs high school students on proper house construction
in architectural drawing.
SLIDE 1-39 Industrial Arts Graduates
a. Mr. Mennucci, a Fresno State College Industrial Arts
Graduate, instructs high school student on proper use of
the milling machine.
SLIDE 1-40 Fresno State College War Memorial
a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in wars.

OUTLINE SCRIPT
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
GROUP I»
SLIDE 2-1 Title - Industrial Technology at Fresno State College
SLIDE 2-2 Fresno State College Seal
a. Monuments represents the principles on which the college was
founded and to which the college is dedicated to remain true,
b. Located near the southwest corner of the Administration
Building,
c. Translation of the words, "Lace® Accipe Ut Reddas," means
"Receive the Light so that you may give it forth,"
SLIDE 2-3 Fresno State College War Memorial
a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in wars,
b. Located at the corner of Shaw and Cedar Avenues.
SLIDE 2-4 Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)
a. Facing Barstow Avenue on the north side of the campus,
b. Houses the Industrial Arts offices, library, and auditorium.
SLIDE 2-5 Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)
a. Rear entrance to the above Industrial Arts Building,
SLIDE 2-6 Dr. Horace 0. Schorling
a. Applied Arts Division Head.
b. Industrial Arts Department Chairman.
SLIDE 2-7 Industrial Arts Building (South Wing)
a. This two story structure features modern classrooms and
spacious workshops of the Crafts, Drafting, Electricity,
Metals, and Woodworking Areas.
b. Faces Barstow Avenue on the north side of the campus.

MM
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SLIDE 2-8 Industrial Arts Building
a. The building on the left features the Graphic Arts Area.
b. To the right, the Industrial Arts north wing.
SLIDE 2-9

Automotive Industries Laboratory

a. The North east wing of the Industrial Arts Building features
the Automotive Laboratory.
SLIDE 2-10 Automotive Industrie® Laboratory
a. Automotive Instructor, Mr. Aldrieh, and student measuring
the developed horsepower on this engine dynamometer.
b. Automotive students learn the use of advanced precision
equipment in engine tune-up and trouble shooting.
SLIDE 2-11 Automotive Industries Laboratory
a. Automotive students learn to diagnose, trouble shooting and
repair on "live" cars In which advanced precision tools and
equipment are used.
SLIDE 2-12 Automotive Industries laboratory
a. Students learn the technology of carburetor service.
SLIDE 2-13 Automotive Industries Laboratory
a. Students learning the technology of transmission rebuilding.
SLIDE 2-1^

Automotive Industries Laboratory

a. Students learning the technology of engine rebuilding.
:v ' • ;
' t.
''>•
'
SLIDE 2-15 Drafting Industries Classroom
, fi ,» .
a. Students receive instruction from the Drafting Instructor,
Dr. Dunning, on a drawing problem.
•i f.

V.

SLIDE 2-16 Drafting Industries Classroom
a. Dr. Dunning, the Drafting Instructor, helps students on
a drawing problem.
SLIDE 2-17 Electrical Industries Laboratory
a. A future worker in Industrial Technology is rebuilding an
antenna pedestal in the electricity program.
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SLIDE 2-18

Electrical Industries Laboratory

a. Mr, Heweomb, the electronics instructor, helps a student
make an adjustment on a Frequency Meter,
SLIDE 2—19

Electrical Industries Laboratory

a, A student demonstrating the Tesla Coil Demonstrator.
.
>• \
' V ' •W
SLIDE 2-20 Electrical Industries laboratory
,• «tc • •< i'
N'Kf!I'ii'V'Ti:it •?, '
'S&fcj.lii'fta eeldiiKft
a. A future worker in Industrial Technology is working on a
communication set.
. ",»• •' "%• ' \
i.p-••••'• :%*'•«
?'#»•» f -Ss?
SLIDE 2-21 Electrical Industries Laboratory
a, The same student operating the communication center in the
electrical laboratory,
; v "'.: tf •
lii
tfsl'' •;.#
SLIDE 2-22 Graphic Arts Industries Laboratory
a. Students receive instruction fro® the Graphic Arts Instructor,
Mr. McComas, in the proper use of the Automatic Cylinder
Printing Press.
SLIDE 2-23 Graphic Arts Industries Laboratory
r

\ ' ''
a. A student operates the modern power platen press in the
Graphic Arts Laboratory.
. y

SLIDE 2-26

.

.

' ; i- ; ,

;

V.•

Metal Industries (General Hetalworking)

a. Students are provided with experiences in drafting, bending,
forming, shaping, and finishing items made of thin-gauge
ferrous metals.
•
3LIDE 2-25 Metal Industries (General Hetalworking)
a. Students learn to form and shape ferrous metals with the aid
of heat with special attention given to heat treatment or
tempering of steel,
SLIDE 2-26

Metal Industries (General Wetalworking)

a. The placing of simple or irregular patterns in a sand mold
takes a great deal of planning,
SLIDE 2-27 Metal Industries (General Hetalworking)
a.

Aluminum easting is being conducted in the General Metals
Area by these two students.

SLIDE 2-28 Metal Industries (Welding)
a. Agricultural Mechanics Building located on San
Hanson Avenue, north of the Agricultural Building.
b. Features modern classrooms and spacious workshops for
welding and etc.
SLIDE 2-29

Metal Industries (Welding)

a. Students practice the fundamentals of oxyacetylene welding
processes on this welding table made of fire bricks.
b.

A student receiving instruction from Mr. Blomgren, the
welding instructor, in the proper use of the welding torch,

SLIDE 2-30 Metal Industries (Welding)
a. Students practice the fundamentals of oxyacetylene welding
processes on this welding table made of fire bricks.
SLIDE 2-31 Metal Industries (Welding)
a. Students practice the fundamentals of arc welding processes
in an enclosed welding booth.
SLIDE 2-32

Metal Industries (Machine Tool Metalworking)

a. An Industrial Technology student learns to master a
modern lathe.
SLIDE 2-33 Wood Industries Laboratory
a. Students develop proficiency in the operation and maintenance
of modern woodworking machines.
SLIDE 2-3^ Wood Industries Laboratory
a. In the carpentry course, students build scale models
of their own design and selection.
SLIDE 2-3? Wood Industries Laboratory
a. Mr. Bockw.ll. the woodworking instructor, points out the
foundation for the scale nod.l that will he constructed.
SLIDE 2-36
a

Wood Industries Laboratory
Mr. Hockwell, the woodworking instructor, points out the
wood frame building construction.
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SLIDE 2-37 Wood Industries Laboratory
a. The principles of wood frame construction including
foundations, framing, exterior finish, etc., are studied
in the Industrial Technology Woodworking courses.
SLIDE 2-38 Industrial Technology Graduate
.

a. Dean See, a Fresno State College Industrial Technology Grad
uate, is employed as a Customer Engineer with the Inter
national Business Machine Corporation.
r-•i.t'.f
##
'IIis#
b. Typical Servicing Computer Installation at the Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Company.
SLIDE 2-39 Industrial Technology Graduate
a. Dick Smith, a Fresno State College Industrial Technology
Graduate, is employed as a personnel Assistant for the
Paoific Gas & Electric Company.
SLIDE 2-40 Fresno State College War Memorial
a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in wars.
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OUTLINE SCRIPT

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND ITS PROFESSIONS
QKOUP THREE
SLIDE 3-1 Title - Industrial Arts and its Professions
SLIDE 3-2 Fresno State College Seal
a. Monument represents the principles on which the college
was founded and to which the college is dedicated to
remain true.
b. Located near the southwest corner of the Administration
Building.
c. Translation of the words, "Lucem Accipe Ut Reddas," means
"Receive the Light so that you may give it forth."
SLIDE 3-3 Fresno State College War Memorial
'v;
"...
- > • ? * . 'Vi'i g¥e ,y , ii'SI"'
a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in Wars.
b. Located at the corner of Shaw and Cedar Avenues.
SLIDE 3-4 Memorial Court Fountain
a. The Memorial Court Fountain, was dedicated as a memorial to
Fresno State College men and women who lost their lives in
World War II and the Korean conflict.
SLIDE 3-5 Title - Spsilon Pi Tau
SLIDE 3-6

Epsilon Pi Tau

a. Presiding offieer-Thomas Rudhola, President.
b

The International Honorary Professional Fraternity in
Industrial Arts and Industrial Vocational Education.

c. The Fraternity was founded at Ohio State University in
1929
at present has 75 Chapters.
d. Op.n to education mejor. In the field of Indn.tri.1 Art. end
present. sever,1 aeholM-ahips ..eh year to student, adoring
in this field.
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e. In 1950, the local chapter was accepted by the national
fraternity as the Alpha Lambda Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau.
SLIDE 3-7 lipslion Pi Tau
a. Spring Semester initiation ceremony of new members which is
then followed by a banquet and a guest speaker. Address was
given by Dr. Richard K. Sparks.

vi &i;4
SLIDE

3-8 Title - Industrial Arts Club

SLIDE

3-9 Industrial Arts Club Meeting
e. Open to students majoring or oinoring in Industrial Arts or
Industrial Technology.
b. One of their annual traditionally happy occasions is the club
steak bake.

SLIDE 3-10 Industrial Arts Club Meeting
a. Dr. Schorllng for the Lieta Company presented the "Guide
Lines to Success" Gift Binders to qualified graduating
industrial arts students.
SLIDE >11 Title - Industrial Arts Field Trips
•"I
SLIDE >12 Industrial Arts Field Trips
:••
' ', •:
a. Typical field trips are taken by the Industrial Arts Club
or individual classes to various Industrial Plants and
Companies throughout the State,
SLIDE >13 Industrial Arts Field Trips
a. During this guided tour through the Thomas Engine Rebuilding
Plant in Pasadena, California, students watch an engine
block being lined bored.
SLIDE >1^ Title - CIEA State Convention
SLIDE >19 CIEA State Convention
a. California Industrial Education Association Thirty-Fifth
Annual Convention.
SLIDE >16 CISA State Convention
j.

Industrial Educators from the State of California, gathered
at the Disneyland Hotel at Anaheim, California for the
CIEA State Convention.
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SLIDE 3-17 CIEA State Convention
a. Convention registration desk,
SLIDE 3-18 CIEA State Convention
a. Epsilon Pi Tau Breakfast~

.

''

•>

. • i- -: :

SLIDE 3-19 CIEA State Convention
a. General Session which includes the California Industrial
Education Association business meeting.
SLIDE 3-20 CIEA State Convention
a. CIEA Business Meeting.
b. New CIEA Chapters being accepted.
SLIDE 3-21 CIEA State Convention
a. CIEA Business Meeting.
b. Presentation - A Report to the Stockholders on
Industrial Education in California.
SLIDE 3-22 CIEA State Convention
a. Panel Speakers - Response from the Stockholders.
SLIDE 3-23 CIEA State Convention
a. Tour of Chrysler Training Center.
b. Includes the latest in automotive teaching methods and
testing equipment.
SLIDE y-Zk

CIEA State Convention

a. Section meeting®.
b. Turbine Engine operation by Chrysler Corporation,
SLIDE 3-25 CIEA State Convention
a. School exhibits on display.
b. Student projects on display at convention.
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SLIDE 3—26 CIEA State Convention
a. Student projects on display at convention.
SLIDE 3-27 CIEA State Convention
a. CIEA convention participants visit the commercial exhibits.
SLIDE 3*28 CIEA State Convention
a. Commercial exhibits.
b. American Technical Society.
c. Publishers since I898 of vocational and industrial arts
textbooks and study guides.
SLIDE 3-29 CIEA State Convention
a. Commercial exhibits.
b. Cedar Rapids Engineering Company.
c. "Kvik-Way" engine rebuilding equipment.
SLIDE 3-30 CIEA State Convention
a. Commercial exhibits.
b. The L.S. Starrett Company.
c. Toolmakers.
SLIDE 3-31 CIEA State Convention.
a. Commercial exhibits.
b. Proto Tool Company.
c. Manufacturer of mechanics9 hand tools.
SLIDE 3-32 CIEA State Convention
a. Commercial exhibits.
b. The A. Lietz Company.
o. Drying tables, drafting and anginaaring „ulp»nt —
supplies.
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SLIDE 3-33 CIEA State Convention
a. Commercial exhibits.
b. Keuffel & Esser Company,
c. Drafting equipment, engineering equipment.
• "• i - ' •
fif
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SLIDE >34 CIEA State Convention
.

a, Commercial exhibits,
b, Philco Corporation.
c, Philco training program, aids, manuals, and texts.
.••.a;, ,>i
Mfcttisfistrati#??
SLIDE 3-35 CIEA State Convention
a. Commercial exhibits.

.
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b. Teaching Aids Incorporated.
c. Electronic teaching equipment and programmed materials for
teaching electronics.
SLIDE 3-36 CIEA State Convention
a. Annual banquet.
Siji-i*

b. Installations of CIEA Officers.
1•
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SLIDE 3-37 Title - Fresno State College Industrial Arts Exhibits
SLIDE 3-38 Industrial Arts Exhibits
a. Woodworking project.
SLIDE >39 Industrial Arts Exhibit
a.

^ ..
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Architectural drawing project,

SLIDE 3-40 Fresno State College War Memorial
a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College students who died in wars.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS AT FRESNO STATE COLLEGE
GROUP FOUR
SLIDE 4-1 Title - Industrial Arts at Fresno State College
SLIDE 4—2 Fresno State College Seal
a. Monument represents the principles on which the eollege
was founded and to which the eollege is dedicated to
remain true.
b. Located near the southwest corner of the Administration
Building.
c. Translation of the words "Lucem Aceipe Ut Reddas," means
"Receive the Light so that you may give it forth.'?
SLIDE 4-3 Fresno State College War Memorial
a. Gift from the college Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in wars.
b. Located at the corner of Shaw and Cedar Avenues.
SLIDE 4-4 Title - Campus
SLIDE 4-5 Map of Fresno State College Campus
a. Shaw Avenue Fresno State College campus was dedicated
May 9, 1958.
b.

A $30 million investment.

c. During its 50-year history, the college has grown from
150 students to 7,700 full time and part time students.
d. Faculty numbers 394 full time members and 64 part time.
e. On April 11, 1961, the college observed Charter Day and•iiJ
the start of the 50th Anniversary Tear.
SLIDE 4-6

Administration Building

a. Center of business activity on the Fresno State College
campus.
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o. Low shrub planted in a design of the letters of the college,
adorns the lawn in front of the Administration Building.
d. Agriculture division currently utilises over 1,000 acres
of land.
SLIDE 4-13

Dormitories

a. Frank A. Homan Residence Hall located on the southwest
corner of the college campus.
b.

Houses 208 men.

c. Located directly behind is the Mary Baker Hall and the
George West Graves Hall which houses 4l6 women.
SLIDE 4-14

Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)

a. Facing Barstow Avenue Arts offices, library, and
auditorium.
SLIDE 4-15

Industrial Arts Building (North Wing)

a. Rear entrance to the above Industrial Arts Building.
SLIDE 4-16
a.

Dr. Horace 0. Schorling
Applied Arts Division Head.

b. Industrial Arts Department Chairman.
SLIDE 4-17
&•

Industrial Arts Building (South Wing)
This two story structure features modern classrooms and
spacious workshops of the crafts, drafting, electricity,
metals, and woodworking areas.

b. Face. Baratov Avenue on th. north aida of the canpue.
SLIDE 4-18

Industrial Arts Building

a.• Facing Baratov Avenue on th. north eld. of th. capus.
h

the left, la th. northeaat ving of the Industrial Arte
IuUdL,g? vhich features th. Automotive erea.

c. Th. center building features th. Graphic Arts area.
d. TO th. right, th. industrial arte north ving.
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SLIDE 4-30

Drafting Area Classroom

3k• Students receive instruction from the Drafting Instructor,
Dr. Dunning, on a drawing problem.
SLIDE 4-31

Title - Electricity-Electronics Area

SLIDE 4-32

Electricity-Electronics Area Laboratory

a. Student at work bench soldering on an electrical project.
b.

SLIDE 4-33

Students learn through a combination of lecture-laboratory
work to apply the knowledge gained in formal lectures to
experiments and projects performed in the laboratory.
Electricity-Electronics Area Laboratory

a. Mr. Newcoob, the Electronics Instructor, helps students
make an adjustment on a Frequency Meter.
SLIDE 4-34
gm

Electricity-Electronics Area Laboratory
Two future workers in Industrial Arts are rebuilding an
Antenna Pedestal in the electricity program.

SLIDE 4-35

Title - Graphic Arts Area

SLIDE 4-36

Graphic Arts Area laboratory
Students reo.lt. instruction fro. the'
Mr. MoComas, in the proper use of this Automatic Cylinder
Printing Press.

SLIDE 4-37

Graphic Arts Area laboratory

a. A student operates the Linotype Machine in the Graphic Arts
Laboratory.
SLIDE 4-38
SLIDE 4-39

Title - Metals Ares (General Metalecrking)

•%,t gffei |;,;i />'-#

General Metalworking laboratory

are prorldad jit*
a. Studants
forming, shaping, and finishing items made 01 sain ga s
ferrous metals.
SLIDE 4—40

General Metalworking Laboratory

metals with the aid of heat.
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SLIDE 4-41

General Hetelworking Laboratory

a. Aluminum casting is being conducted in the General Metale
Area by these two students.
SLIDE 4-42

Title - Metals Area (Welding)

SLIDE 4-43

Agricultural Mechanics Building

a. Located on San Samoa Avenue, north of the Agricultural
Building.
b. Features modern classrooms and spacious workshops for
welding and etc.
SLIDE 4-44

Welding Laboratory

a. Students practice the fundamentals of oxyacetylene welding
processes on this welding table made of fire bricks.m
SLIDE 4-45

Welding Laboratory

a. Students practice the fundamentals of arc welding processes
in sin enclosed welding booth.
SLIDE 4-46

Title - Metals Area (Machine tool Metalworking)

SLIDE 4-4?

Machine Tool Metalworking Laboratory

a. Students are acquiring an understanding of the machine shop
process of machining metals on a lathe.
SLIDE 4-48

Machine Tool Metalworking Laboratory

a. Students must acquire an understanding of the concepts of
accuracy and required tolerances.
SLIDE 4-49

Machine Tool Metalworking Laboratory

«. students r...lr. instruction fro. Mr. Sohr
o.tsr, tte
Shop Instructor in th« proper sou of the Unirerssl Killing
Machine.
SLIDE 4-50

Metal Craft Laboratory

a. The Art Metal course introduces the student to the broad
field of non-ferrous metals.
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SLIDE 4-51

Metal Craft Laboratory

a*

Useful and artistic projects are designed and executed by
students using such metals as copper, aluminum, brass,
bronze, pewter, and silver*

SLIDE 4-52

Title - Woodworking Area

SLIDE 4-53

Woodworking Area Laboratory

a. The beginning woodworking students learn the fundamentals of
hand tool processes, care and sharpening of tools, wood
earring and wood turning.
SLIDE 4-54

Woodworking Area Laboratory

a. Prom hand work, a student progresses to machine woodworking.

b. This woodworking student is turning a wooden bowel on a wood
lathe.
SLIDE 4-55

Woodworking Area Laboratory

a. In the carpentry course, students build scale models of
their own design and selection.
SLIDE 4-56

Title - Open House

SLIDE 4-57

Open House (Woodworking Area Laboratory)

a. Industrial Arts Annual Open House for the General Public,
especially Junior College, High School Students, Parents
and Friends.
b. In carpentry courses, students build scale models of their
own design and selection.
SLIDE 4-58

Open House (Automotive Area Classroom)

a. Parents and friends observing the multiple-purpose auto
motive instructional aid with auxiliary instrument panel.
SLIDE 4-59

Open House

(Electricity-Electronics

Area/

a. Parents and friends observing an electrical teaching aid
called the Thyratron Demonstrator.
b. Exhibit to the left is called a Servo Indicator, it is a
direction indicator for aircraft, ships, etc.
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SLIDE 4-60

Open House (Exhibits)

a. Exhibits of student made projects create a great amount
of interest during open house.
SLIDE h-6l

Open House (Exhibits)

a. In connection with the Departmental Open House, Dr. Starkman
of the University of California presented a program titled
"The Present Status and Future Potential of the Oar Turbine
Powered Automobile."
b. A J-^7 Turbo Engine on Exhibit.
SLIDE ^-62

Title - Student Teachers

SLIDE 4-63

Student Teachers

1

•

a. Student teachers are provided with opportunities to develop
effective teaching techniques under actual classroom condi
tions.
b. Student teacher teaching Basic Electricity in the Junior
High School level.
SLIDE k-6K

Student Teachers

a. Master Teacher reviewing lesson plan of student teacher.
SLIDE 4-65

Student Teachers

a. Student teacher instructing Junior High School Student in
the Woodworking Area.
SLIDE b-66

Title - Industrial Arts Club and Field Tripe

SLIDE k-67

Industrial Arts Club Meeting

a. Open to students majoring or rainorlng in Industrial Arts or
Industrial Technology.
b. One of their annual traditionally happy occasions is the
club steak bake.
c. The A. Lieta Company presented the "Guide lines to Success"
Gift binders to qualified graduating industrial art®
students at the steak bake.
SLIDE ^-68

Industrial Arts Field Trips

a. Typical field trips are taken by the Industrial Arts Club or
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or individual classes to various industrial plant® and
companies throughout the State.
SLIDE h-69

Title — Spsilon Pi Tau

SLIDE h-70

.Spsilon Pi Tau
•

•' *

•
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a. The International Honorary Professional Fraternity in
Industrial Arts and Industrial Vocational Education is open
to education majors in the field of Industrial Arts and
Presents several scholarships each year to students
majoring in this field.
b. The Fraternity was founded .at Ohio State University in 1929
and at present has 73 Chapters.
In 1930, the local chapter was accepted by the national
fraternity as the Alpha lambda Chapter of Spsilon Pi Tau.
d. Spring Semester initiation ceremony of new members which is
then followed by a banquet and a guest speaker.
SLIDE h-71

Title - CIEA State Convention

SLIDE k-72

CIEA State Convention

a. Convention registration desk.
SLIDE h-73

CISA State Convention

a. A General session which includes the California Industrial
Education Association business meeting.
SLIDE k-7k

CIEA State Convention

a. CIEA Convention Participants visit the commercial exhibits.
b. Burgmanter Corporations Taped Controlled Turrett Drill.
SLIDE h-75

Title - Graduates

SLIDE h-76

Industrial Arts Graduates

fileMr. Avedian, a Fresno State College Industrial Arts Graduate,
instructs high school students on automobile engine components.
SLIDE h-77

Industrial Arts Graduates
Mr. Walker, a Fresno State College Industrial Arts Graduate,
instructs high school students on oxyaeetylene cutting
processes.
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SLIDE *4—78

Industrial Technology Graduates

a. Dean See., a Fresno State College Industrial Technology
Graduate, is employed as a Customer Engineer with the
International Business Machine Corporation,
b. Typical Servicing Computer Installation at the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
SLIDE k-79

Industrial Technology Graduates

a. Dick Smith, a Fresno State College Industrial Technology
Graduate, is employed as a Personnel Assistant for the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
SLIDE h-80

Fresno State College War Memorial

a. Gift from the College Alumni Association to Fresno State
College Students who died in wars.
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SUMMARY

The basic study undertaken was to develop a series of 35 millimeter 2x2 inch colored slides showing the physical plant, various
laboratories, and the professional and technical activities that are
performed by students in the Industrial Arts and Technology curriculum
in the Industrial Arts Department at Fresno State College.
It was felt that the physical condition of the plant and various
laboratories and classes were conducive for good photography.
The study progressed through four groups, each with a prepared
outline script. Group one consists of forty colored slides showing
the Industrial Arte Education at Fresno State College. Group two is
forty colored slides showing the Industrial Technology Education at
Fresno State College. Group three consists of forty colored slides
showing the professional aspect of Industrial Arts at Fresno State
College, and group four consisting of eighty colored slides showing a
composite of the above three groups.
It should be noted that although a professor ray be pictured in
n certain teaching aituntlon, it ie not intended to be implied that he
i» limited to that particular ere. of instruction and neither ia he the
only professor in that area. The reason each profeeecr could not be
used in eaoh of bio oen particular teaching situation mas of ooura. the
limited amount of elides to each grouping. To give o«dit to each

professor for his works in the Industrial Arts Department at Fresno
State College would necessitate at least another grouping of elides.
It should not he assumed that this study totally solved the
stated problem. However, it has provided the Industrial Arts Department
with a useable method of describing to the public the basie features of
the Industrial Arts and Industrial Technology Program® offered at
Fresno State College.
It was found, through this study, that it is economically
practical to develop publio relations material of this type. The cost
of this undertaking was approximately one hundred and ten dollars, which
was nominal, especially considering the total value to Fresno State
College, its professors, and to potential aspirants in the field.
Methods of how this film study can be made more useful sre
discussed in the recommendations of the study.
RECOMHS^DATIGMS
Further study may show that public relations material of this
kind could be made more effective by accompanying the slides with a
narrative script for a tape recorder when used in high schools for
student orientation and public relations in the community.
Adding sound to what the camera sees adds a most dramatic
touch to almost any kind of slide subject. Slides can be improved
considerably when we add appeal to the ears as well as to the eyes.
The addition of sound effects, reproducing the sounds of
machinery and etc., should make the slide presentation more effective.
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Additional material for departmental public relations could be
developed in several other ways. These would include:
1. Strip Film Series with or without tape or other narration.
2. Motion Picture Film with or without tape or other narration.
3. Printed materials ie., brochures, posters, pamphlets, and etc.
In conclusion, it should be recognised, that material becomes
dated. In order to be continually effective, the material should be
periodically revised.

As changes and additions are made in the

Industrial Arts Department, so should they he made and included in the
film slides.
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